Collaborative Leadership in Senate Democrats’ Opposition to Affordable Care Act Repeal Efforts
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After the 2016 election, a narrative circulated suggesting that Democrats lacked leadership. In contrast to this narrative, I argue that Democrats used a collaborative form of leadership that enabled them to respond to the many challenges of their circumstance. Using the case of the 2017 Senate Democrats’ floor protest of efforts to repeal the Affordable Care Act, this essay develops a theory of collaborative rhetorical leadership. The essay demonstrates how Senate Democrats’ efforts, as an example of minority party rhetoric, flagged the deliberative process as inappropriate and hasty, challenged legislative mandates based on election results, and modeled collaborative argumentation. In doing so, I contend that minority parties, more broadly, can safeguard the deliberative process necessary for a thriving democracy by highlighting lack of debate, empowering constituent participation in the legislative process, and showcasing evidence-based public policy analysis as a critical cornerstone of governance. The analysis offers important lessons concerning minority party rhetoric and rhetorical leadership involving collaboration.
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When the 115th Congress returned to session in January 2017, efforts to repeal the Affordable Care Act (ACA) ensued. At the time, Republicans claimed that “the 2016 elections gave them a mandate to roll back the health care law.”¹ Polling showed a majority of Americans disapproved of the ACA.² David Wiegel of the Washington Post reported that the Republicans made “no attempt to frame their agenda as bipartisan.”³ Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell and other Republican leaders announced their desire to “rapidly” draft and approve repeal legislation for President-elect Donald Trump to sign by the time he took his oath of office.⁴ Efforts to repeal the ACA
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appeared unstoppable, because, according to one *Huffington Post* report, “Congressional Democrats [had] few tools at their disposal and [could not] actually stop the repeal.”5 Because Republicans controlled Congress and the presidency, Democrats had minimal formal authority.6 The Republican leadership’s move to take the first steps toward the ACA repeal through budget reconciliation processes—a procedural move that allows bills relating to taxes, spending, and the budget to pass with a simple majority in the Senate—further usurped Senate Democrats’ formal authority, including their ability to filibuster repeal legislation.7 As such, Democrats retained few options to stymie the ACA’s repeal.

Despite the seemingly insurmountable odds, Democratic Senators protested Republican repeal efforts. In early January, they used two primary tactics. First, they held a talkathon—a filibuster-like tactic that could not formally prevent the advancement of the Republican’s agenda—for five hours on the Senate floor the night before a vote to allow for the ACA’s repeal under the budget reconciliation process. Second, they violated Senate rules to voice their objections to the repeal as they cast their votes against the measure.8 Democrats engaged in an “hours-long act of protest [that] culminated in the early hours of Thursday when Democrats made a dramatic display of rising to speak out against the repeal measure as they cast their votes.”9 Some called the Democrats’ tactic “an unprecedented move.”10

At the time, a common discursive frame suggested that Democrats lacked leadership. Referring to the newly-elected Trump administration, Jeet Heer argued, “the Democratic Party is facing this national crisis leaderless.”11 Similarly, David Horsey reported, “the Democratic Party lacks a national leader.”12 Others, like Mara Liasson, suggested that Democrats had “no natural national leaders,” but they should focus on developing their message before determining who constituted their leader.13 Clare Foran framed the Democrats’ predicament in more dire terms, suggesting that “Hillary Clinton’s defeat has left the party without a unifying leader” and that Democrats needed to “hold together the diverse coalition of voters that propelled Obama to the presidency while
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making inroads with the white working-class voters who turned out in support of Trump.” These commentators suggested that, without a unifying leader, Democrats might struggle to accomplish this needed task. Yet, these contentions about the precarity of Democratic leadership applied an understanding of leadership based on the presence of a single figure that would rally the masses and perform all the tasks leadership requires of the Democrats.

This essay offers a different view of leadership, arguing that Senate Democrats used a collaborative model of leadership that enabled them to challenge the belief that election results created legislative mandates, flag the current legislative process as inappropriate and hasty, and create nuanced appeals to invite and warrant the unification and activism of a diverse group of stakeholders. Although media reports framed the Democrats’ tactics as unprecedented, efforts by the minority parties to challenge or obstruct the majority party’s agenda are not novel nor confined to the 2017 healthcare debate. As such, the insight provided by analyzing these Democratic efforts remains portable for future conceptualizations of minority party rhetoric and collaborative advocacy efforts. Given the enduring explanation that minority parties on obstruction and delay, rhetorical critics should analyze this form of rhetoric to more fully comprehend its functions and significance.

In contrast to a unitary or “command and control” model of leadership, Democrats shared the many burdens of leadership: framing potential harms, justifying solutions, empowering constituent action, representing all stakeholder interests, and unifying people around a shared goal. Distributing these leadership tasks amongst distinct collaborators, the Democrats lessened the burden of each individual advocate, producing the conditions for well-reasoned deliberation, and nuanced appeals to invite the unification of diverse stakeholders. To develop this thesis, I first unpack a theory of collaborative leadership. Then, I closely inspect the Democrats’ “talk-a-thon” and floor protest to illustrate how Democrats shared the burdens of leadership. I conclude with a reflection of the portable lessons gleaned from the analysis of the Democrats’ protest.

Collaborative Rhetorical Leadership

Rhetoric and argumentation scholars highlight that leadership retains specific discursive dimensions. Specifically, leadership relies on symbol use to cultivate shared understandings of the world, justify potential courses of action, reinforce the bonds of community, and motivate shared action. Proving models for action, empowering, and persuading remain crucial tasks for leaders to accomplish as they attempt to galvanize action. The following analysis of the Senate Democrats’ efforts to prevent the ACA repeal enhances understanding of rhetorical leadership, highlighting both its oppositional and collaborative nature. When faced with a disadvantage in terms of a shortage of

formal authority, leaders may need to enact oppositional leadership styles to undermine claims to established and formal authority. Given the many challenges to successful leadership in these circumstances, advocates may share these numerous burdens with others.

Balancing the needs of a rhetorical leader remains a tricky task. Leaders generally need to find the proper place for their advocacy efforts, persuasively diagnose the causes of a problem, highlight the significance of that harm, propose a solution and demonstrate that the proposed course of action can remedy the harm, and justified the proposed solution as demonstratively better than other courses of action or doing nothing.\textsuperscript{18} In doing so, the leader must also balance “the magnitude of the problem with good reasons to believe that one's personal efforts can make a difference.”\textsuperscript{19} To accomplish these tasks, leaders may need to cultivate authority based on their dedication to a specific issue and justify communal action,\textsuperscript{20} as well as foster alliances between various stakeholders.\textsuperscript{21} At the same time, Gail T. Fairhurst and Robert A. Sarr note that leadership involves the “ability to decipher and communicate meaning out of complex and confusing situations.”\textsuperscript{22} Combined, rhetorical leaderships requires a nuanced and complex rhetoric that can motivate, empower, justify, cultivate authority, navigate constraints, and invent new strategies to overcome those constraints.

In contrast to a unitary form of leadership, collaborative advocates may opt to share leadership’s many burdens. This kind of collaborative leadership distributes the various components of productive advocacy among different members of a coalition or stakeholders. A collaborative leadership style underscores John M. Bryson and Barbara C. Crosby’s point that “effective public leadership is a collective phenomenon, and a collective achievement.”\textsuperscript{23} Suzanne M. Morse further argues that people’s diverse “skills, abilities, and circumstances [. . .] call on all to perform the leadership function”\textsuperscript{24} and that “solutions to problems need a diversity of talents and experiences.”\textsuperscript{25} When engaging in collaborative leadership, advocates, using their many collective talents, divide and conquer the many tasks of leadership. To articulate why social advocates might benefit from a collaboration leadership model, the following analysis of the Senate Democrats’ discourse highlights the potential benefits of this form of rhetorical leadership. Collaborative leadership can lessen the strain on each individual advocate, enable an advocacy group or coalition to cultivate and invent a plethora of strategies to promote change, and invite interaction and cooperation among establishment figures and emerging grassroots organizers and activists.

Although the case study focuses on a text of collaborative leadership from established caucuses, this essay reveals the potential portable importance of this form of leadership: highlighting how collaborative argumentative profusion and accumulation invites and enables persistent decentralized and grassroots mobilization. First, the collaborative approach to leadership allows for argumentative convergence, which provides an augmented rationale to participate and increases the burden of opposing forces to discredit the movement. Chaim Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca explain convergence, writing, “If several distinct arguments lead to a single conclusion [. . .]”
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the value attributed to the conclusion and to each separate argument will be augmented, for the likelihood that several entirely erroneous arguments would reach the same result is very small.”

Accordingly, as each collaborator produces an additional reason to join an oppositional effort, the accumulation of potential adherence to the conclusion likewise increases. As more collaborators participate and contribute, the rationale for joining the collaboration also enhances. Although each collaborator’s appeal might provide some persuasive force to certain constituencies within the collaboration, together all the collaborators cultivate pleasing appeals to the many different constituencies uniting as one. Kenneth Burke describes the profusion of distinct forms, suggesting that each individual formal appeal’s “effect partially depends upon their function in the whole, yet they manifest sufficient evidences of episodic distinctness to bear consideration apart from their context.”

Even though each collaborator’s appeal “contributes to the whole of which it is a part, it is also an independent curve of plot enclosed by its own beginning and end.” Thus, as each collaborator produces an appeal justifying entrance into or the continuation of a community fighting for change, each collaborator independently provides a rationale for certain constituents to participate which simultaneously bolsters the overall basis for having the collaboration. To further unpack the functions of this form of collaborative leadership, this essay now turns to analyze the Senate Democrats’ protest chronologically—starting with the talkathon and then proceeding to the voting statements.

**Senate Democrats’ “Late-Night Talkathon”**

On the night of January 11 and into the early hours of January 12, Senate Democrats held the Senate floor to protest Republican efforts to repeal the ACA. Dubbed the “late-night talkathon,” by eleven o’clock and before the protest had completed, the Democratic efforts already had nearly 550,000 views on social media. To provide context to the Democrats’ Senate floor protest, I argue that the talkathon had the following functions: empowering continued constituent action and modeling collaborative argument development and flagging the legislative process as comparatively lacking evidence-based analysis and debate. Showcasing collaborative argument and evidence-based analysis remained significant as it allowed Democrats to model an alternative form of public policy formulation to the process Republicans were using. To justify their voting protest, this “talkathon” critically illustrated Democrats’ ability to participate in a collaborative form of deliberation necessary for effective policy formulation as they objected to a hasty process that they deemed inappropriate.

First, Democratic Senators showcased collaborative argument development and modeled cooperative rhetoric as a strategy for resistance by reading constituent letters. They highlighted the importance of publicly demonstrating that Senators listened to and deliberated about stakeholder and constituent concerns. The process of constructing collaborative arguments emphasized that active citizen engagement had a necessary role in preventing the ACA’s repeal and in debates over public policy. This appeal encouraged ordinary constituents to continue their actions as an indispensable component of the resistance, showing that the voices of ordinary individuals’ matter.
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Senator Tim Kaine displayed this collaborative argument development when he read a letter from Sarah Harris of Crozet, Virginia. In the middle of reading this letter, Kaine stated, in Harris’ words, “In addition to well checkups, sick visits, prescriptions for antibiotics, and vaccinations, we rely on our health insurance made affordable through ‘ObamaCare’ to, quite literally, save our children’s lives.” After reading Harris’ letter, Kaine referred to it, stating, “So what the Affordable Care Act is about is, as Sarah Harris said, peace of mind. It is about coverage, but it is also about the peace of mind that you need as a parent to know that your child will be protected if you are ill or if your child is injured.” By reading Harris’ letter and later referencing it, Kaine cultivated a collaborative argument. Harris’ actions provided the essential evidence for Kaine’s claim about how saving the ACA would benefit Americans by providing them with “peace of mind.” By using a claim that emerged inductively from Harris’ letter, Kaine constructed an argument that used evidence and reasoning through the voice of an ordinary constituent. In other words, Kaine’s use of the letter fostered a model for cooperative argumentative development in which one advocate utilizes evidence, examples, and rationales provided by another individual to support a shared position statement or claim. This strategy articulated a rationale for constituent action—that it remained necessary to provide Senators with evidence to craft effective argumentation.

As Senators continued to share Americans’ stories through constituents’ own words, lawmakers also enacted the dissemination of those letters. This act illustrated how small actions from constituents might spread and have unanticipated larger effects. The personal stories contained in the letters provided a sense of national authenticity and personal concreteness to an abstract and highly-partisan public policy debate. Moreover, these letters provided a concrete point of identification for other lawmakers and advocates. For example, after Kaine spoke about his constituent, Senator Amy Klobuchar further circulated the letter’s discourse by referencing it in her speech, “As my colleague from Virginia reminded us with a touching letter that he read from his constituent, let’s remember what health care reform means to families across this country, why we have this bill in the first place.” By referencing Harris’ letter, Klobuchar demonstrated that elected officials can and should listen to non-constituents’ concerns. Doing so invited a larger sense of community based on more than a representatives’ electoral fate as well as the states and voting districts in which stakeholder lived. Because Klobuchar did not represent Harris, by identifying Harris’ letter as “touching,” Klobuchar cultivated an expanded understanding of constituent influence. Klobuchar’s example showed that constituent rhetoric and action might have a larger impact than what one might initially expect. Although Harris addressed her letter to Kaine, it influenced others. Thus, Klobuchar denied the assumption that citizen letters, and more broadly citizen action, cannot influence representatives and promoted the belief that citizen activism can have unexpected and positive effects, showing that they can.

Klobuchar’s reaction to Harris’ letter highlighted the need for Senators to listen to all Americans when deciding on the proper course of action, even when doing so carried no electoral reward for them personally. Klobuchar’s act of listening to other Senators’ constituents enacted a form of representation and deliberation focused on ensuring all relevant stakeholders could participate and be heard, which countered the winner-take-all view concerning the relationship between election results and policy implementation. Providing a model for listening across state lines and hearing
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minority and oppositional voices eroded the justification for passing legislation based on ballot count, which, unlike citizen influence, could not cross state lines.

Moreover, Democratic Senators demonstrated evidence-based public policy analysis, which reaffirmed the importance of and modeled the processes of careful and warranted policy development and discussion. Doing so centered the legislative process around an ideal of rigorous analysis and evidence-use instead of decision-making based on raw electoral advantage. Enacting this ideal model of deliberation enabled Democrats to justify their future floor protest, which flagged the Republican’s process as insufficient, especially in comparison to the careful argumentative development of the Democrats. Highlighting a contrast between how Democrats argued during the “talkathon” and the comparatively little debate that occurred in committee and on the Senate floor, Democrats portrayed detailed and lengthy deliberation as an ideal of good governance. This enactment worked to undermine the justification for quick or hasty policy implementation based on election results. Rather than thinking of public policy making as a winner-take-all approach based on election results, the Democrats showcased a model of leadership that sought to widen political debate by listening to all constituents and using evidence-based arguments, not partisan gamesmanship.

In the Democrats’ collaborative model of deliberation, those who dissented during the election and could forward an evidenced argument had the right to participate and have their interests considered by their representatives in the formulation of policy. Senators, likewise, had the responsibility to consider constituent arguments, even if they ultimately disagreed with them, and cite evidence to support their position. Kaine modeled evidence use and cited The Urban Institute, a think tank, to argue that repeal without replace “could cause 30 million Americans to lose their health insurance.” Senator Chris Murphy used an Associated Press article to “fact-check” claims made by Republicans in the debate, showcasing the importance of proper fact-centered deliberation. Senator Angus King used “the American Journal of Public Health” to develop an argument about how a repeal could result in an increase in “premature unnecessary deaths.” Senator Bob Casey cited the Brookings Institute to argue that “the number of uninsured Americans would double if the act is repealed,” the Congressional Budget Office to conclude that “insurance premiums would rise by 20 percent if the act is repealed without a replacement,” and the Fiscal Times to contend that rural hospitals would suffer with a repeal and no replace. Emphasizing evidence to construct their arguments, Democrats distinguished their policy knowledge from Republicans. Even though the Republican Party controlled both the executive and legislative branches, the Democrats cultivated their own right to participate in policy formulation and legislative outcomes, by arguing in a careful, developed, and warranted manner. Through the development of their evidenced claims, these Senators framed ideal of governance as not based on solely election results but instead careful and thoughtful argumentation and deliberation. By avoiding the image of partisan gamesmanship and using evidence-based arguments, the Senators flagged the deliberation process of the ACA repeal as lacking nuance.

During the talkathon, Democrats enacted a model of deliberation and provided the rationale and motivation that might encourage civilian stakeholder engagement in the healthcare debate. The choice to read letters from constituents highlighted the important role that minority party rhetoric performs in representing the ideas, beliefs, and interests of stakeholders who disagree with the
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majority party’s policy positions and process of policy enactment. In addition to justifying stakeholder participation and ensuring representation, minority party rhetoric can invite the unification of stakeholders from around the country and flag inappropriate processes for policy enactment. To illustrate these potential functions of minority party rhetoric, the next section analyzes how Democratic Senators violated rules for voting to provide rationales for their “no” votes.

Democratic Senators’ Voting Statements

After the Democratic Senators held their “talkathon,” the Republican leadership immediately advanced the ACA repeal to a floor vote without sustained deliberation and a plan for replacement legislation. Modeling constituent-centered deliberation was insufficient to persuade them against using the power of their structural advantage. In the early hours of January 12, 2017, the voting occurred. According to one New York Times report, “During the roll call, Democrats staged a highly unusual protest on the Senate floor to express their dismay and anger at the prospect that millions of Americans could lose health insurance coverage. One by one, Democrats rose to voice their objections.” The report further indicated, “The presiding officer, Senator Cory Gardner, Republican of Colorado, repeatedly pounded his gavel and said the Democrats were out of order because ‘debate is not allowed during a vote.’” Because their votes included brief statements protesting the ACA repeal, these Democratic Senators violated the rules of the Senate, flagging a need for normal order and further debate. By violating Senate rules, these Senators provisionally challenged the legitimacy of those rules and the way that Republicans planned on using them as a part of their ACA repeal effort. The following analysis shows how these Senators’ voting statements functioned in three crucial ways: they cultivated moral authority to challenge institutional authority and motivate resistance, referenced children as important, non-voting stakeholders to deny that election results produced legislative mandates, and united and constituted a group of diverse stakeholders opposed to repeal without replace.

Several Democratic Senators worked to foster moral authority, which could undermine the institutional power granted to the Republican Party by holding more seats in the Senate. Cultivating moral authority could also justify resistance based on their challenges to the process of the repeal. These objections did not rest on the assumption that people should resist only if they can succeed in their efforts. Instead, these statements of morality foreclosed choice about whether one should protest, portraying dissent as the only justifiable and moral action. For example, Senator Maria Cantwell framed her voting statement as an objection to a crime: “How am I recorded? This is not business as usual [. . .] You are stealing health care from Americans. I vote no.” Cantwell’s statement framed Democrats as having both legal and moral authority to protest the repeal. By identifying the Republican effort to repeal the ACA as “not business as usual,” she justified abnormal tactics to respond to the immoral and illegal act of “stealing.” Claiming that the Republican actions constituted the crime and sin of “stealing,” Cantwell portrayed the Democrats as having both the moral and legal authority and duty to challenge the Republican efforts even if it meant violating the rules for voting to do so. This framing echoed in Murphy’s voting statement: “This is cruel and inhumane [. . .] I vote no.” As Cantwell denied the legitimacy of the Republicans’ actions and process as “not business as usual,” Murphy’s framing of the Republican decision to
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repeal the ACA as inhumane positioned Democratic action as claiming the moral authority and high ground, justifying continued action on the part of Democratic Senators and their constituents. In these cases, upholding moral standards constituted sufficient reason to protest the repeal vote.

These moral objections defined the situation in terms of limited choice, compelling action. King stated, “My conscience compels me to vote no.”43 Soothing one’s conscience became reason enough to continue fighting against the ACA repeal. King’s use of the word “compels” defined the situation in terms of lack of choice. King did not choose to protest; the wrong being committed was so extraordinary that he had to act. His framing challenged the assumption that one should protest if only if one believes the protest will succeed or the energy expended will be worth it. No matter whether they would succeed or fail, the Senators had the duty to resist the ACA repeal.

When duty compels action, justifying that action’s efficacy becomes far less relevant.

Furthermore, Democratic Senators referenced biblical passages to cultivate moral authority for their legislative stance, which denied the logic of governing based on election results and promoted governing based on answering a higher call. Both Senator Tom Carper and Kaine used Matthew 25 as evidence that the Democratic Senators had the moral duty to oppose the ACA repeal. In short, the passage contains the proclamation that what people do to the least fortunate and most vulnerable in society they also do to Jesus.44 Kaine referenced the passage, stating “Madam Clerk, when I was sick, you visited me. I vote no.”45 Alluding to the same passage, Carper voted “on behalf of the least of these in Delaware and America.”46 Using this passage as relevant evidence for deciding how to vote on an issue framed the ACA debate not as merely a public policy question, but a question of morality and of Christian duty. Scripture, situated in this manner, proclaimed a Christian duty to challenge Republican repeal efforts. By appealing to scripture as the authority to enact their policy stance, these Senators invited Christians, including those who voted Republican, to support their cause. In addition, these Senators provided an alternative justification for policy implementation than election results—responding to a higher moral call.

Moreover, framing children as stakeholders in the ACA debate worked to undercut the logic of viewing election results as providing authority for policy change. Children cannot vote. By articulating ways in which the ACA repeal would impact children, the Democratic Senators positioned children as stakeholders and crafted authority for their legislative stance speaking on behalf of and with concern for all stakeholders, not just voting constituents in their states. Senator Sheldon Whitehouse’s voting statement went as follows: “On behalf of 14-year-old Charlie, in Woonsocket, RI, who suffers from neurofibromatosis and can stay on his parents’ policy until he is 26 [...] and cannot be denied health care for his preexisting condition, I vote no.”47 Senators Michael Bennet, Martin Heinrich, Bob Casey, and Mark Warner all voted on behalf of the children in their states.48 Voting on behalf of children highlighted how the legislative decision to repeal the ACA would impact these individuals now and into the future, positioning children as relevant, non-
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voting constituents and stakeholders who should have representation in the Senate. The Democratic Senators’ rhetoric illustrated that election results failed to represent the interests of children and used their dissenting vote to provide them a voice in the Senate chamber. This rhetorical act denied one central presumption in favor of Republican policy enactment—that the results of the 2016 election provided an undebtable legislative mandate.

Another significant function of the Democrats’ joint voting statements was how they enacted and constituted a unified opposition to the ACA repeal and defined this group as a broad and diverse network of stakeholders. By referencing the number of people who would lose insurance in their states and by naming specific groups of people who would suffer under the ACA repeal, the Senate Democrats invited the formation of cooperative resistance by highlighting potential connections among the plethora of groups at risk. Senators named groups who had large stakes in the debate, positioning those individuals as members of a large and at-risk community. Even though each group claimed a different potential harm from the ACA repeal, they could join in the overarching belief that they would share possible injury. By identifying many at-risk groups in one protest, Senate Democrats showed that their leadership model could hold the interests of a diverse group and cultivated authority based on their ability to do so. For example, Senator Tammy Duckworth included persons with pre-existing conditions as a part of the constituted group of stakeholders: “On behalf of the 1.2 million Illinoisans [. . .] who will lose health insurance with this repeal of the ACA and for all those with preexisting conditions, I stand on prosthetic legs to vote no.”

In addition to naming those with preexisting conditions, Senators fused seniors into the group of those with vested interest in the question of ACA’s repeal. Senator Mazie Hirono’s voting statement proclaimed, “On behalf of the 200,000 seniors in Hawaii on Medicare [. . .] I vote no.”

Senators Maggie Hassan and Jeff Markley suggested that the ACA might place those undergoing treatment for addiction in harm’s way, defining this group of people as stakeholders. Hassan declared, “On behalf of the thousands of New Hampshire residents suffering from addiction who will lose treatment, I vote no.” Senator Markley concurred, voting for those “who will lose opioid coverage for their addiction.” By pointing out that those with addictions, the elderly, and those with pre-existing conditions all remained significant and valued stakeholders, the Senators constituted varied community members facing unique potential harm as a group of connected people worth protecting. The voting statements positioned the Senate Democrats as fighting for each of these constituent groups, demonstrating that their collaborative leadership style enabled them to a broad array of constituents who were not defined by their political party. In demonstrating their ability to track and represent these various stakeholders, these Senators established authority based on their demonstrated awareness of constituent concerns rather than authority based on the ballot box or divided by state lines.

In some cases, the quick succession of a voting statements about diverse and relevant stakeholders enacted a cooperative leadership approach, illustrating how those with different concerns about the ACA can still work together for the betterment of all people whom the decision may impact. For instance, Senators Brian Schatz and Kirsten Gillibrand showcased this collaborative spirit when voting for those with mental health needs and women. Schatz started, “I vote no on behalf of the people who need mental health care” as the presiding officer bagged the gavel and
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exclaimed “debate is not allowed during a vote.” Immediately following Schatz’s statement, Gillibrand stated, “Madam Clerk, how am I recorded?” and continued “I vote no—[. . .] on behalf of all the women who need health care.” The rapid manner in which Schatz and Gillibrand voiced these two populations as both relevant to the discussion of the ACA repeal rhetorically tied these groups together as united stakeholders. The combined efforts of these two Senators showed that those concerned about women or those who need mental health care could work together to advocate for both. In times when members of individual communities might feel isolated, defining them as a part of a broader coalition can empower those people to act because they might feel that their actions would have more significance in combination with the actions of others. Schatz and Gillibrand’s joint action enacted the coming together of diverse stakeholders into one united oppositional front.

Senate Democrats also cast typical Donald Trump voters as a part of this diverse and united opposition, inviting broad participation that defied party identification. Despite rural communities largely voting Republican in 2016, Democrats portrayed themselves as providing representation for rural communities. In doing so, these voting statements cultivated an understanding of legislative authority based on displaying concern for and understanding of the problems facing all voters, including rural voters, not based on the previous elections results or who voted for one’s party. For example, Senator Heidi Heitkamp of North Dakota stated, “On behalf of the thousands of people [ . . .] who receive health care in my State in rural hospitals who do not know how they are going to get health care if this passes without a replacement, I vote no.” Similarly, Senator Jon Tester, of Montana, voted “on behalf of the 69 hospitals in Montana,” and Senator Dick Durbin voted “on behalf of the downstate hospitals of Illinois.” These Senators comments worked to broaden the base of their support to include individuals who largely did not vote for their party in 2016. This positioned the duty of Senators to represent and fight for all people in their states, not just the people who put them in office. Thus, the Senators invited those who rely on rural hospitals to join in a broad coalition of people including those who live in typical Democratic strongholds. By referencing how the repeal might short-circuit access to rural hospitals and harm rural voters, these Senators also undermined the electoral mandate for passing the ACA repeal. That is, they framed the Republican action as potentially harming the people who voted for them, denying the electoral rationale for repealing and encouraging the process to consider rural constituents before implementing change.

Conclusion

More than six months after the Democratic Senators protested ACA repeal efforts with their talkathon and voting statements, the Senate failed to repeal the ACA by a razor-thin margin. Three Republicans, Senators Susan Collins, Lisa Murkowski, and John McCain, voted against the repeal,
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ensuring the repeal legislation did not pass. All three Republican “no” voters described inadequacies with the process of the repeal as a part of the reason they voted no. McCain stated, “We must now return to the correct way of legislating and send the bill back to committee, hold hearings, receive input from both sides of aisle.” These criticisms of the legislative process echoed the Democrats’ arguments that the Senate failed to abide by normal legislative process to advance a highly-partisan piece of legislation. The function of drawing attention to the process in the minority party’s rhetoric offers a partial explanation of why the Republican Senators may have failed to repeal the ACA during the summer of 2017. As Senate Democrats protested the ACA repeal efforts, they simultaneously flagged the process as inappropriate and empowered grassroots activists and communities to connect with one another and protest the ACA repeal efforts. As such, this essay reveals the complicated dynamics of leadership and how sharing the tasks of leadership might lessen the burden of advocacy, offering an easier entry-point of relevant stakeholders. The case of the Senate Democrats’ protest of the ACA repeal efforts further provides specific lessons about leadership styles, argumentation, and the connection between grassroots organization and establishment figures.

First, this study provides insight into how symbolic connections between members of Congress and grassroots supporters can be fostered and sustained; these symbolic connections can also help explain how minority parties can energize public support to oppose the majority parties’ legislative agenda. Prior to the Senate Democrats protests against ACA repeal efforts, grassroots resistance groups, typically naming themselves “Indivisible” groups after a guide published by former Congressional staffers, sprouted across the country to challenge the newly-elected administration’s legitimacy and governing priorities through continued engagement, debate, and protest. Following a similar logic, Senate Democrats enacted a justification for governance based on the necessity of debate, engagement, and continued stakeholder buy-in. This was in stark opposition to the Republican’s justification for governance based on election results. In the winner-take-all-frame, election results create mandates for the majority’s enactment of any policy it prefers without extended consultation or attempts to build consensus and improve the original idea in the crucible of deliberation. Therefore, the Senate Democratic protest highlights how establishment figures might simultaneously empower grassroots organization, providing argumentative frames, modeling organizational structures, and justifying action, as well as critique and disrupt seemingly accepted means and rationale for deliberation or lack thereof. In elucidating argumentative cooperation and formal connections between establishment figures and non-establishment resistance, this essay contributes to scholarship’s conceptualization concerning the relationship between the two. As David Zarefsky argues, the actions of establishment figures and caucuses can resemble the “persuasive campaigns mounted by uninstitutionalized collectivities.” As elements in the establishment challenge and critique the functioning of the establishment itself, establishment figures might also connect with, model to, and encourage grassroots activism. Even though the establishment


might squash or domesticate dissent. Establishment figures might also authorize and energize dissent, encouraging stakeholders around the country to resist in the manners they determine appropriate.

Furthermore, this case study illustrates how minority party rhetoric can invite and encourage connection between establishment leaders and grassroots supports to cultivate shared interests, induce action, and resist status quo modes of deliberation and policy enactment. In this manner, this essay provides insight into how minority parties might use symbols to check the majority party’s symbolic authority and model to constituents how to do the same. Minority parties importantly can flag the lack of open deliberation when the majority party’s process fails to account for stakeholder viewpoints and to engage critically and reflexively on critical on questions of public policy. Because “democracy inherently values the opportunity to debate freely a range of positions and evidence on an issue,” the role of the minority party’s rhetoric can be more fully appreciated as safeguarding the open deliberation necessary for a functioning democratic process as opposed to solely efforts to obstruct legislative changes.

This essay also articulated the significance and functions of collaborative leadership. This leadership style can encourage stakeholder participation through profusion and accumulation—strategies that compile reasons for citizen action in ways that appeal to many, diverse stakeholders. The accumulation of reasons to remain active and resist manifests in a rationale for long-term resistance and diverse argumentative strategies among a multitude of grassroots organizations, activists, and establishment agents. As the Democratic Senators invited the unification a group of dispersed and diverse stakeholders into a national coalition, they demonstrated that working together and modeling a cooperative spirit allows for a plethora of complicated and nuanced appeals. Independently, each one of these appeals provides a justification or motive to stakeholders to participate in the debate. These appeals accumulate into a multifaceted and layered justification for broad and diverse engagement. The layered nature of these justifications encourages long-term resistance as each new addition to the accumulation invites added participation.

In addition to providing a multi-layer justification for resistance, argumentative convergence, in a collaborative model, makes it more difficult for the opposition to discredit an individual or an argument to delegitimize the entire movement. If one individual converged many different reasons to support one conclusion, the opposition could deliver a significant setback to the conclusion by discrediting the single leader. In the case of collaborative leadership, no single leader exists which represents the entirety of the rationale to participate in resistance or challenge and change the status quo, decreasing the ability for the opposition to discredit and respond to all of the rationales reinforcing the resistance. Both the proliferation of justification to enter into the collaborative effort to resist the status quo and the diminishment of the opposition’s ability to contain resistance demonstrate how collaborative leadership can invite and enable persistent resistance. The way in which Senate Democrats together invited broad citizen participation and flagged a lack of open deliberation furthermore underscores the critical functions of minority party rhetoric to maintaining the debate and engagement necessary for a thriving democratic process.
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